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Pro Flow portal to another world with Nikki D, Positive K, Chris TYK and Maxheat 

Pro Flow Radio Interview Series welcomes Def Jam’s 1st signed female artist Nikki D, Billboard charting topping 
Bronx MC Positive K and former WZIP FM Production Director Chris TYK.  

In today’s news, DJ Maxheat Mike and Pro Flow Radio scores another hard hitting combination of exclusive 
interviews featuring Def Jam’s 1st female artist Nikki D and Positive K the creator of the hit 90’s jam, “I Got a 
Man”. The interviews can be heard online at http://interviews.proflowradio.com.  Positive K, is an American 
emcee from the Bronx, New York City, New York, and is one of the original artists of the First Priority Music 
camp. He is best known for his hits “I’m Not Havin’ It” (a duet with MC Lyte) and his 1992 hit “I Got a Man”, 
which borrows its male/female dialogue format from the aforementioned “I Ain’t Havin’ It”. Nikki D is best known 
for her hit record "Daddy's Little Girl" and her work on Set If Off sdtk f/ Queen Latifah. Nikki D has been 
featured on Redman, Epmd, Moby, Queen Latifah's Black Rain, Naught by Nature's debut LP and more. 
 
In addition, former WZIP FM Production director Chris TYK slides through to holler at Mad Max about TYK’s 
new single “Catch Fire” created out of Columbus Ohio and his transition to Christian music. The song is 
available on itunes and Amazon and can also be found at ProFlowRadio.com on the interview page. Millennium 
Music Mission Media also graciously sends its greetings to all fans and supporters. "It has been a great 
experience", said Maxheat. “Our fan base continues to grow and we're going to stay the course to deliver new 
and old artists to the attention of loyal listeners." M3 has made some changes to provide easy access to our 
brand, which includes increased media productions of various intersectional mediums. Another change is to 
promote MaxHeat.com, the home of M3 Records, Pro Flow Radio, Youcangetitinschool.com, Shockwave 
Studios web and graphic design and Pro Flow Radio's Wall of Fame more exclusively with increased clarity. “If 
it's about entertainment, we're on it. You can visit our world by stepping through our portal at Maxheat.com. 
Under the Maxheat umbrella artists and fans will delight in our endeavor to satisfy and nurture a rewarding 
relationship with each and every visitor to our hub”, stated Maxheat Mike.  

Maxheat.com has some surprises planned for its followers kicking off a new era including t-shirt merchandising 
and the new upcoming Ohio radio show. Maxheat.com will continue bringing you candid interviews with the 
hottest artists across the globe. In addition, Maxheat’s new head bobbing singles “Two Fingers” part 1 and 2 
along with “Dreaming”, off the next album will be released in the Winter season 2016. And of course there are 
projects also targeting students and Educators because the civic compass has not wavered. “Fans who want to 
wear my gear, I'm adding new designs to our creations. Our new logo will be stamped on our product. We 
know it'll strike the right cord”, stated Maxheat. Get fresh, get in gear, get it right here, where music, fashion 
and entertainment are always evolving. Jettison and enter into the future of audio excellence, Maxheat dot 
com, "Portal to Another World". 
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